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	Selling Skills for Complete Amateurs, 9781905736454 (1905736452), Marshall Cavendish Limited, 2008

	Nearly everyone within a company is involved in selling at one level or another. Yet, the majority of those people are not professional frontline salespeople - they have never received any training in selling or in dealing with customers. As a result, opportunities are missed and, worse, you may even have wrecked the relationship with the customer for the long term. Written in a quick-read and practical way, this book presents a set of simple, basic skills for selling, aimed exclusively at those people who have never been trained in the art of selling. Based on the successful courses which the author has been running for over 10 years for beginners in sales, Selling Skills for the Complete Amateur is intended to enable anyone to make a sound contribution to the overall sales process.
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Now You Know TreoPeachpit Press, 2004
Even a smartphone needs a smart user to take advantage of all of its brillianceespecially when that phone is as jam-packed with features as the Treo. To master all of the Treo's phone, email, Internet, photographic, and organizational capabilities, you need this pocket-sized guide! As the only Treo guide authorized by its maker (palmOne), this one...

		

Software Defined Radio: Architectures, Systems and Functions (Wiley Series in Software Radio)John Wiley & Sons, 2003
Software defined radio (SDR) is a hot topic in the telecommunications field, with regard to wireless technology. It is one of the most important topics of research in the area of mobile and personal communications. SDR is viewed as the enabler of global roaming and a platform for the introduction of new technologies and services into existing...


		

Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 ProgrammingMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Welcome to Microsoft Visual Studio 2008  Programming. This is a book about doing software development with  Microsoft’s latest development studio—Visual Studio 2008. All code samples in  the book were built with either Visual Studio 2008 Professional or Visual Studio  Team System 2008....





	

tmux TasterApress, 2014

	tmux Taster is your short, concise volume to learn about tmux, the terminal multiplexer that allows you to multiplex several virtual consoles. With tmux you can access multiple separate terminal sessions inside a single terminal window or remote terminal session, and do so much more.


	Through the seven to-the-point...


		

Stabilising the Contemporary Middle East and North Africa: Regional Actors and New Approaches (Middle East Today)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This book examines the changing dynamics of stabilisation efforts in the Middle East and North Africa. Written by recognised scholars and practitioners in the field, this volume provides a rich overview of the broader spectrum of stabilisation. The topics range from a comprehensive set of lessons learned in Afghanistan and Iraq to transitional...

		

New Developments in Infection and Inflammation in Urology, An Issue of Urologic Clinics, 1e (The Clinics: Surgery)Saunders, 2008

	This issue provides an up-to-date contemporary foundation on the topic of infection and inflammation. Multiple surveys have confirmed that conditions such as prostatitis, interstitial cystitis, and related syndromes continue to occupy a significant percentage of our outpatient clinical practice time. Inflammation may also hold the key to the...
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